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ON HYPERSIMPLE wtt -MITOTIC SETS, WHICH ARE NOT tt -MITOTIC 

Arsen H. Mokatsian 

 
Abstract: A Т-complete wtt-mitotic set is composed, which is not tt-mitotic. A relation is found out between 

structure of computably enumerable sets and the density of their unsolvability degrees.  

Let us adduce some definitions: 

A computably enumerable (c.e.) set is tt - mitotic ( wtt - mitotic) set if it is the disjoint union of two c.e. 

sets both of the same tt -degree ( wtt -degree) of unsolvability. 

Let A be an infinite set. f majorize  A  if  [ ]))(( nznfn ≥∀ , where  ,, 10 zz   are the members of  A  

in strictly increasing order. 

A is hyperimmune (abbreviated h-immune) if A is infinite and ( f  recursive∀ ) [f  does not majorize A]. 

A is hypersimple  if  A is  c.e. and A  is  hyperimmune. 

A is hyperhyperimmune if A is infinite and (∃¬  recursive )f so that 

[ ( ) ( )( ) ][&][ )()()()( & ∅=⇒≠∀∀∅≠∀ vfufufuf WWvuvuAWWu  finite is ]. 

A is hyperhypersimple  if  A is computably enumerable  and A  is  hyperhyperimmune. 

We shall denote T-degrees by small bold Latin letters. 

A degree 0′≤a is low if 0′=′a (i.e. if the jump a′ has the lowest degree possible). 

Theorem (Martin [6]). a is the degree of a maximal set  ⇔  a is the degree of a hypersimple set ⇔ [ a  

is c.e.  and 0 ′′=′a ].  

Theorem (R. Robinson [8]). Let  b  and c  be c.e. degrees such that  bc <  and  c  is low. Then there 

exist incomparable low c.e. degrees 0a  and  1a , such that 10 aab ∪=  and ca >i ,  for 2<i . 

Griffiths ([3])  proved that there is a low c.e. T-degree u such that if  v is a c.e. T-degree and u ≤ v then 

v  is not completely mitotic. 

In this article it is proved the following theorem: 

Theorem. There exists a low c.e. T-degree u such that if v is a c.e. T-degree and u ≤ v then v contains 

hypersimple wtt -mitotic set, which is not  tt -mitotic. 

From the abovementioned theorems of Martin and R. Robinson follows that it is impossible to replace 

hypersimple by hyperhypersimple. 

Keywords: computably enumerable (c.e.) set, mitotic, wtt -reducibility, tt -reducibility, hypersimple set, low 

degree.  
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Introduction 

We shall use notions and terminology introduced in [9], [10]. 

The definitions of tt - and wtt - reducibilities are from [9]. 

↓)(xϕ  denotes, that )(xϕ  is defined, and  ↑)(xϕ  denotes, that )(xϕ  is undefined. 

 

Definition. The order pair << kxx ,,1  >, α >, where < kxx ,,1  > is a k -tuple of integers and α   is a k -ary 

Boolean function ( 0>k ) is called a truth-table condition (or tt -condition) of norm k . The set { kxx ,,1  } is 

called the associated set of the tt -condition.  

 

Definition. The tt -condition << kxx ,,1  >,α >, is satisfied by A  if ( ) 1)(,),( 1 =kAA xcxc α , where Ac  is 

characteristic function for  A . 

 

Each tt -condition is a finite object; clearly an effective coding can be chosen which maps all tt -conditions (of 

varying norm) onto ω , on condition that  

{ }( )xzzx xtt ≤∀  condition- the ofset  associated of member the is |max)( . 

Assume henceforth that a particular such coding has been chosen. Where we speak of  “ tt -condition x ”, we 

shall mean the tt -condition with the code number x . 

 

Definition. A is truth-table reducible to B  (notation: BA tt≤ ) if there is a computable function f  such that for 

all x , [ ttAx ⇔∈ -condition )(xf  is satisfied by B ]. We also abbreviate “truth-table reducibility” as 

“ tt -reducibility”. 

 

Definition. A  is weak truth-table reducible to B (notation: BA wtt≤ ) if  

( z∃ )[ B
zAc ϕ=  ( ∃ computable f )  

( x∀ )[ )( xfD contains all integers whose membership in B  is used in the  computation of )(xB
zϕ ]]. 

 

Definition. A c.e. set is  tt - mitotic ( wtt - mitotic) set if it is the disjoint  union  of two c.e. sets both of the same 

tt -degree ( wtt -degree) of unsolvability.  
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Let BA tt≤  and )( x∀ [ ttAx ⇔∈ -condition )(xf  is satisfied by B ] and  fn =ϕ . Then we say that 

BA tt≤  by nϕ . 

 

Let us modify denotations defined in [4] with the purpose to adapt them to our theorem. 

We say that ),,,( 11 ϕϕoo AA  is  tt -mitotic splitting of A   if oA  and 1A  are c.e., AAAo =1 ,  

∅=1AAo  , 0AA tt≤  by 0ψ   and  0AA tt≤  by 0ψ 1AA tt≤  by 1ψ . 

 

Let h  be a recursive function from ω  onto 4ω . 

Define ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) to be a quadruple  (
321

,,, iiii WW
o

ϕϕ ), where ),,,()( 3210 iiiiih = . If  A  is  c.e. then 

we say that the non- tt -mitotic condition of i  order is satisfied  for A , if it is not the case that  ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) is 

a tt -mitotic splitting of A . 

 

Denotation.    


 ↓

=
otherwise

nifx
sniu si

i
ktt n

,0
,)(,,

),,( ,ϕ
  

 , 

where  tt-condition )(niϕ = << i
k

i
n

xx ,,1  >, i
nα > . 

 

We define two computable functions that will be of  use later. 

1.   { } { }{ }nmsmZiunmsmYiunsnik sttstt ≤≤= :),,,(:),,,(,max),,( 32  , 

2.  ( )
( )], Z)( -1)(

 )( -1)([),,(
by satisfiedcondition

by satisfiedcondition

iiA

iiA

nttnc
YnttncnsiAL

ψ
ϑµ

⇔=¬
⇔=¬= ∨

 

where  ),,,()( 3210 iiiiih = . 

Adduce some information, concerning  hypersimple sets.  

 

Definitions. 

Let  A be an infinite set. f majorizes  A  if  [ ]))(( nznfn ≥∀ , where  ,, 10 zz   are the members of   A  in 

strictly increasing order. 

A is hyperimmune (abbreviated h-immune) if  A is infinite and  ( f  recursive∀ )  [f  does not majorize A]. 
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A is hypersimple  if  A is computably enumerable  and   A  is  hyperimmune. 

 

A useful characterization of hyperimmune sets is given in the following theorem. 

 

Theorem (Kuznecov, Medvedev, Uspenskii [ 7]).  A  is hyperimmune ⇔  A is infinite and  

( ) ( ) ][ ])[(&][)( )()()( ∅=⇒≠∀∀∅≠∀∃¬ vfufuf DDvuvuADuf recursive . 

 

Definitions. 

A is hyperhyperrimmune if  A is infinite and ( )f  recursive∃¬   

[ ( ) ( )( ) ][&][ )()()()( & ∅=⇒≠∀∀∅≠∀ vfufufuf WWvuvuAWWu  finite is ]. 

A is hyperhypersimple  if  A is computably enumarable  and   A  is  hyperhyperimmune. 

A degree 0′≤a is low if 0′=′a (i.e. if the jump a′ has the lowest degree possible). 

 

Theorem (Martin [6]). a is the degree of a maximal set  ⇔  a is the degree of a hypersimple set ⇔ [ a  is c.e.  

and 0 ′′=′a ].  

 

Theorem (R. Robinson [8]). Let  b  and c  be c.e. degrees such that  bc <  and  c  is low. Then there exist 

incomparable low c.e. degrees 0a  and  1a , such that 10 aab ∪=  and ca >i ,  for 2<i . 

Griffiths ([3])  proved that there is a low c.e. T-degree u such that if  v is  a c.e. T-degree and u ≤ v  then v  is not 
completely mitotic. 

 

Let us prove the following theorem. 

 

Theorem. ≤ There exists a low c.e. T-degree u such that if v is a c.e. T-degree and u v then v contains 
hypersimple wtt -mitotic set, which is not  tt -mitotic. 

From the abovementioned theorems of Martin and R. Robinson follows that it is impossible to replace 
hypersimple by  hyperhypersimple. 
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Proof. This statement is proved using a finite injury priority argument. We construct a member U  of u  in stages 

s , ss
UU

 ω∈
= . We also construct sets ω∈eeV }{   to  witness that each c.e. T-degree in upper cone of u  

contains a  wtt -mitotic but non-tt-mitotic set. 

Denote 010 \=},)=(2)(:{= ωωωω xyyx ∃ . 

Construct U , ω∈eeV }{  to satisfy, for all ω∈e , the requirements: 

↓)(}{: eeN U
e  has a limit in s , the stage. 

〉〈 ieR , : The non-tt-mitotic condition of order i  is satisfied  for eV . 

( ) &][: )(, &( ∅≠∀>< ADuP ufiie  computable total isϕ  

 ( ) )()(])[( )()()( ) ezvfuf VDzDDvuvu
i

⊂∃⇒∅=⇒≠∀∀ ϕ . 

eV
ee WP Λ=:~  for some computable functional .Λ  

We also ensure by permitting that eTe WUV ⊕≡  and else 10
ewtte VV ≡  (where 

1100 =&= ωω  eeee VVVV ). 

If  eT WU ≤  then the above ensure that eTeTe WWUV ≡⊕≡  and eV  is not tt-mitotic. Hence, )( eWdeg  is 

not tt-mitotic but is wtt -mitotic, and )(= Udegu  is the required degree. 

Let 〈  , 〉  be computable bijective pairing function increasing in both coordinates. At each stage s  place markets 

),,( sxeλ  on elements of seV , . Values of λ  will be used both as witnesses to prevent the tt-mitoticity of  eV  

sets (by corresponding  iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) and to ensure that eW  is  T -reducible to eV . Initially 

 2)1),4(=,0),( −+〉〈 xexeλ  for all ω∈xe, . 

 

Also define a function ),,( sieξ  for all ω∈ie,  (at each stage s ), iie =,0),(ξ  for all ω∈ie, . We use ξ  to 

ensure that only members of sufficiently large magnitude enter U  at stage s , so we can satisfy the lowness 

requirements eN . 

According to the theorem (Kuznecov, Medvedev, Uspenskii) the satisfaction of >< ieP , (for all i  ) ensure the 

hypersimplicity of eV . 

Order the requirements in the following priority ranking: 

,,,,,,,,, 222111000 PRNPRNPRN   
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The ω∈eeP }~{  do not appear in this ranking.  

eN  requires attention if it is not satisfied and ↓])[(}{ see U .  

〉〈 ieR ,  requires attention  if it is not  satisfied  and  

( )↓↓∀ ≤ )(&)()( xxx s
i

s
iy ψϑ ,  where )),,(,(= ssieey ξλ . 

),,,( iiii ZY ψϑ  is threatening  A  through  x  at stage  s  if it is partially satisfied and all the following hold: 

i) si ≤ , 

ii) ),,( siALx < , 

iii) ∅=s
i

s
i ZY  , 

iv) ))(()( mZYmc s
i

s
i

s
A =   for all  ),,( sxikm ≤ . 

(Note, that actually 〉〈 ieR ,  is partially satisfied, if  〉〈 ieR , requires attention (via some ),,( sy λ= ) and 

corresponding 2,1 −− yy   belong to  eV , 1−y   belongs  to  1+sU . See Construction, Part A , a) ).  

We will build ss
UU


=  and sess VV ,=


 for all ω∈e . Initially all requirements eN , 〉〈 ieR ,  are declared  

unsatisfied. 

 

Construction 

Stage 0=s . Let ∅=0U , ∅=,0eV   for all ω∈e .  

Stage 1+s .  

 

Part A.  Act on the highest priority requirement which requires attention, if such a requirement exists. 

 

a)  If eN  requires attention then set ( ) ( )ssiesie ,ˆ,ˆ=1,ˆ,ˆ ++ ξξ  for each eie ≥〉〈 ˆ,ˆ . This action prevents 

injury to eN  by lower priority requirements as we assume that s  bounds the use of the halting computation. 

Define )1,,( +sξ   not specified in Part A to be the same as  ),,( sξ . 

Declare eN  satisfied; declare all lower priority R , N  unsatisfied. 
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If 〉〈 ieR ,  require attention via ( )ssieey 1),,,(,= +ξλ  then set  2}1,{=~
,1, −−+ yyVV sese   and 

1}{=~
1 −+ yUU ss  . (Note that such 〉〈 ie,  cannot be e≥ , so  ),,(1),,( siesie ξξ =+ ). Declare 〉〈 ieR ,  

partially satisfied.   

Define 1,1,
~,~

++ sese UV   not specified in Part A, a) to be the same as  1,1, , ++ sese UV   respectively. 

 

b)  If ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) is threatening 1,
~

+seV  through y  at stage  1+s  (so 〉〈 ieR , is partially satisfied  via 

( ) ),,,,( ssieey ξλ= ), then set  }{~~~
1,1, yVV sese ++ =  and }{~=

~~
11 yUU ss ++ . 

If  〉〈 ieR , is partially satisfied,  via ( ) ),,,,( ssieey ξλ= , whether ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) is threatening 1,
~

+seV  through 

y  at stage  1+s  or not define ( ) =1),,,,(1 +ssiee ξλ  ( )sssiee ),,,(, +ξλ  . 

 

Define  )1,,(,
~~,

~~ 1
1,1, +++ sUV sese λ   not specified in Part A, b) to be the same as ),,(,~,~

1,1, sUV sese λ++  

respectively. 

Such definition of 1λ  allow us to satisfy 〉〈 ieR ,  requirement (after Part A) whether ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) is threatening 

1,
~

+seV  through y  or not (if don't take into consideration higher priority requirements). 

Declare 〉〈 ieR ,  satisfied; declare all lower priority  NR,  unsatisfied. 

 

Part B. If sese WWx ,1, \+∈  then  set  

{ } and1),,(
~~= 1

1,
*

1, +++ sxeVV sese λ  

.jallfor ω1)1),1,,(,(=1),,( 12 ∈++++++ ssjxeesjxe ξλλ  

Find all î  such that 1),,()1),,ˆ,(,( 1 +≥+ sxessiee λξλ  and declare 〉〈 ieR ˆ,  unsatisfied for each such î . 

Define  )1,,(, 2*
1, ++ sV se λ   not specified in Part B  to be the same as )1,,(,

~~ 1
1, ++ sV se λ  respectively. 

Note that for all ),,(, sies ξ is increasing in both  e  and i . 

 

Part C.  Let  ( ) }ˆˆˆˆ|1,ˆ,ˆ{max{1 e,ii,ei,esiems ≤+=+   with  all for ξ , 
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( ) }}ˆˆˆ|1,ˆ,ˆ{ 2 e,i,iei,esie ≤+   with  all for λ . 

If ( )↓∃ + )()( 1, zz siϕ , denote  ( ))(0 zDyyz
iϕµ == . Then, if 00 mz >    and ieP ,  is not satisfied,   

set  ( ) }{
~~&}1,{)()( 011

*
1,1, zUUyyVVzDyy sssesei

 ++++ =+=⇒=∀ ϕ . 

Set  .allfor iisssieessiee ≥+++++ ˆ,1)1),,ˆ,(,(=)1,1),ˆ,(,( 2 ξλξλ  

 

Define  )1,,(,, 1,1, +++ sUV sese λ   not specified in Part C, to be the same as )1,,(,
~~, 2

1,
*

1, +++ sUV sese λ  

respectively. 

Declare ieP ,   satisfied, declare all lower priority NR,  unsatisfied. 

Verification 

Lemma 1.  For all e , i : 

    1.  eN  is met,     ),(=),,(lim iesies ξξ  exists.      

    2  〉〈 ieR ,  is met,   ( )ssiees ),,,(,lim ξλ  exists.  

Proof. By induction on iej ,= . 

Suppose there exists a stage  0s   such that for all  ie ˆ,ˆ  with jie <ˆ,ˆ : 

1. 〉〈 ieN ˆ,ˆ  is met and never acts after stage 0s ,  )ˆ,ˆ(),ˆ,ˆ(lim iesies ξξ =  exists and is attained by 0s . 

2. 〉〈 ieR ˆ,ˆ  is met and never acts after stage 0s ,  ),ˆ( ),,ˆ,ˆ(lim ssiees ξλ exists and is attained by 0s . 

1). The proof  of  point 1  is similar to Lemma 1 of  Theorem 2.2.2  [3].  

After  stage 0s  the requirements  〉〈 ieN ˆ,ˆ , 〉〈 ieR ˆ,ˆ  (for all ie ˆ,ˆ  with jie <ˆ,ˆ ) do not injury  jN . Positive 

requirements  〉〈 ieP ˆ,ˆ  for all ie ˆ,ˆ  with jie <ˆ,ˆ , can injury  jN  only finitely. So there is stage 1s after which if 

jN  receives attention, then it is met and never injured, so there is a 12 ss >  after which jN  does not receive 

attention. (Else set  12 ss = ). Thus ),()1,,( 2 iesie ξξ =+ , because )1,,( 2 +sieξ is not changed after. 

2).  Now consider point  2. Note, that positive requirements  〉〈 ieP , , eP~   injury each of the requirements  

with lower priority only finitely. 
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Let   the stage 1s  is such stage, that 01 ss > and 〉〈 ieN ˆ,ˆ , 〉〈 ieR ˆ,ˆ , 〉〈 ieP ˆ,ˆ , 〉〈 ieP ˆ,ˆ
~   

(for all ie ˆ,ˆ  with jie <ˆ,ˆ ) are met and never acts after stage 1s . 

The following Lemma is used (in [4 ], [ 5]) for building the non-T -mitotic set :  

 

Lemma. If  ( )iiii ZY ψθ ,, , is threating  A   through x  at  stage sAAxs −∈,  and for all xm ≠  such that 

),,( sxikm ≤  we have )(mAA sm − , then the non-T -mitotic condition of order  i  is satisfied for  A . 

Similar lemma is thrue for tt -reducibility.  

Let 0s  is such stage that >< ieN ˆ,ˆ , >< ieR ˆ,ˆ >< ieP ˆ,ˆ  are met and never  acts after stage 1s .  

If there isn’t  such ),1),,(,( ssieey ′+′= ξλ  (where 1ss >′ ),  that 〉〈 ieR ,  is partially satisfied  (via y ), then 

〉〈 ieR ,  is met. 

 

If there exists such y  and   ( )iiii ZY ψϑ ,, ,  never threatens eV  through y  after stage s′ , then certainly the 

condition is satisfied. On the other hand, if  ( )iiii ZY ψϑ ,, ,  threatens eV  through  y  at time st ′> , then put  

y  into eV  at time 1+t , and never put any other number ),,( tyik≤  into eV  after stage t , so 〉〈 ieR ,  is met. 

 

Lemma 2. 〉〈 ieP ,  is met. 

According to Lemma1  )ˆ,ˆ(),ˆ,ˆ()( 00 iesies ξξ =∃ [ , for all   withie ˆ,ˆ  ),()ˆ,ˆ( ieie ≤  & 

 ( ) ( ))ˆ,ˆ(,ˆ),,ˆ,ˆ(,ˆ& 00 ieessiee ξλξλ =   for all ]    with ),()ˆ,ˆ(ˆ,ˆ ieieie ≤ .  

Denote ( ){ })},()ˆ,ˆ(ˆ,ˆ|)ˆ,ˆ(,ˆ{)},,()ˆ,ˆ(|)ˆ,ˆ({max0 ieieieieeieieiem ≤≤=     with all for  all for ξλξ . 

Then if  ( ) &][ )(&( ∅≠∀ ADu ufi  computable total isϕ  

( )∅=↓∃∃⇒∅=⇒≠∀∀ > )(0,)()( },,1,0{&)()()(])[()(
0

) zsisvfuf i
DmzzsDDvuvu ϕϕ  . 

Thus, according to constraction 〉〈 ieP ,  is met, because )( zi
Dϕ enters eV . 
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Lemma 3 . eTe WUV ⊕≤ .  

Proof. By permitting: in the construction a number k  enters eV  only if a number less than or equal to k  enters 

U  or enters eW . 

 

Lemma 4.  For all e , eP~  is satisfied, that is eV
eW Λ= .  

Proof. To determine whether eWz ∈  we need to find a stage such that ),,( szeλ  has attained its limit. eV  

computably determines ),(,,0),( zee λλ   (note that ),,( syeλ  changes only if a number ),,( syeλ≤  

enters eV ). 

Find a stage zs  such that 
zseV , ¹ ez V=1+γ ¹ ,1+zγ  where )},(,,0),({max= zeez λλγ  . Then 

eWz ∈   iff   
zseWz ,∈ . 

 

Lemma 5.  eV  is wtt -mitotic.  

Proof. 1) Prove 10
ewtte VV ≤  (and  hence 1

ewtte VV ≤ ). 

To determine whether  0
eVx∈   find such stage s , that  1

,seV ¹ 1=2 eVx + ¹ 2+x . Then 0
,

0
see VxVx ∈⇔∈ , 

because  

i)  if  si ˆ,∃¬ , such that ( iiii ZY ψϑ ,,, ) is threatening 1,
~

+seV  through x  at stage  ŝ , then 0
eVx∈  , only if  a 

number  less than or equal to 1+x  enters, 

ii) otherwise, then find a stage s′ (this stage s′ obligatory is s≤ ) such that  ∈−1x 1
eV .  If after the  stage s′  

such changes happen in 1
,seV ¹ 2+x , which lead to displacement of marker ),,( sxe ′λ  and   we have 

0
,seVx∉ , then  0

eVx∉ . Thus 0
,

0
see VxVx ∈⇔∈ . 

2) Prove 01
ewtte VV ≤ .  

The proof is similar to abovementioned in item 1), only  without point  ii). 
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